We use Quark Combination Model to study baryon antibaryon rapidity correlation in e + e − annihilation and compare our predictions with the available data. We find that these results and relevant properties are all consistent with data. So the evidence to rule out Quark Combination Model which has long been cited in literatures does not exist.
has to introduce a problematical vacuum excitation of diquark-antidiquark pairs and the popcorn scenario, so that it brings at least 7 free parameters [1, 2, 3] . Even so, it cannot reproduce the octet and decuplet baryon multiplicities simultaneously [4] . Recently, OPAL collaboration find that among all of the popular models, the observed BB rapidity correlation can only be described by adjusting the ad hoc popcorn parameter to 95% in LM [5] , but it has no prediction power for the energy dependence of the popcorn parameter and for the probabilities of the BB, BMB, BMMB etc. configurations.
Original Quark Combination Model (QCM) was first proposed by Annisovich and
Bjorken et al [6] . It was famous for its simple picture and its successful prediction for the percentage of vector mesons. One of its great merits is that it treats the baryon and meson production in an uniform scheme, so it describes the baryon production naturally.
But TASSO collaboration studied the proton(p) anti-proton(p) phase space correlation at √ s ≃ 30 GeV in e + e − annihilation early in 1983. They found that the prediction of Cerny's Monte Carlo Program (CMCP) which was alleged to be based on QCM showed great discrepancies with data [7] . From then on, although QCM is superior to the other models in describing the baryon production, this conclusion that QCM is ruled out by BB rapidity correlation is always cited in the later literatures [1, 2] , since it is believed that compared with the inclusive properties, the BB rapidity correlation can provide a more effective criteria to discriminate different models [1, 2, 3] .
In order to investigate whether the contradiction between the TASSO data and the prediction of CMCP is really caused by QCM itself, several years ago, we analyzed the BB phase space correlation from the naive QCM scheme and found that there should not be such an inconsistency qualitatively [8] . In the meantime, we developed Quark Production Rule (QPR) and Quark Combination Rule (QCR) in the QCM scheme [9] and use them to explain a series of phenomena in e + e − annihilation successfully by using much less adjustable parameters. These phenomena include the multiplicities of various hadrons, the energy dependence of B/M ratio, the multiplicity distribution, the so-called spin suppression for baryons, high multiplicity of singlet baryons and BB flavor correlations etc [9, 10, 11, 12, 13] .
In this paper, we study the BB rapidity correlation by QCM in detail, and discuss some related properties. In order to compare the predictions of QCM with data and with those of other models more properly, we implant QCM in JETSET Monte Carlo generator to describe the hadronization. Then we use this modified JETSET generator to study the BB correlation. We find that the pp phase space correlation at √ s ≃ 30 GeV is in agreement with data. Thus the evidence to exclude QCM which has long been cited in literatures does not exist. In particular, OPAL collaboration recently presented high statistics measurements for ΛΛ rapidity correlation at 91 GeV and precisely compared their data with the popular models including LM, Webber Cluster Fragmentation Model (WM) and UCLA model [5] . We also
give the prediction for ΛΛ rapidity correlation and find that our predictions agree with the OPAL data quite well. We find that the BB correlation is insensitive to inclusive quantities as was expected. Additionally, we give prediction for some B/M ratios, multiplicities of some strange baryons, the differential cross sections of the related baryons and the local baryon number compensations.
This paper is organized as follows: In section II, we discuss the Monte Carlo implementation of QCM, give a brief description of QPR and QCR, and list the relevant formula.
In section III, we give the predictions of pp (at ∼ 30 GeV ) and ΛΛ (at 91 GeV) rapidity correlation, the differential cross sections of the related baryons and other results. Finally, in section IV, we make a conclusive remarks.
II. MONTE CARLO IMPLEMENTATION OF QCM
In order to compare the available data with the predictions of a hadronization model appropriately, a complete e + e − → h ′ s generator is needed. It should contain the following four phases:
1. e + e − → γ/Z 0 → qq, i.e. e + e − pair converts into a primary quark pairvia virtual photon or Z 0 . This phase is described by the electro-weak theory. replaced LM with UCLA model in JETSET [14] . They use this modified program to reproduce the multiplicities of various hadrons quite well. In our work, we substitute QCM for LM in JETSET to describe the hadronization process. For the sake of comparison with LM,
UCLA and other models, we keep other three parts of JETSET 7.3 unchanged and use the default values for all of the parameters emerged therein. So we can investigate the impact of different hadronization models on BB correlation, the baryon number compensation, the B/M ratio, multiplicities of strange baryons independently.
In the following, we first recall QPR and QCR for a color singlet system, then simply use the Longitudinal Phase Space Approximation (LPSA) to get the momentum distribution for primary hadrons in its own system. Finally we extend this hadronization scheme to multi-parton states, and connect it with the perturbative phase in JETSET 7.3.
A. QPR and QCR forsystem
As was mentioned in section I, QPR and QCR have successfully explained a set of phenomena in e + e − annihilation. Here we briefly introduce them and list the relevant equations (for detail, see ref. [9] ).
In a color singlet system formed by qq, N pairs of quarks can be produced by vacuum excitation via strong interaction. We assume that N satisfies Poisson Distribution:
where < N > is the average number of those quark pairs. According to QPR, < N > is given by
where W is the invariant mass of the system, β is a free parameter, m is the average mass of newborn quarks, and M q and M q are the masses of endpoint quark and anti-quark. Thus we have N pairs of quarks according to eqs. (1), (2) (containing one primary quark pair).
When describing how quarks and antiquarks form hadrons, we find that all kinds of hadronization models satisfy the near correlation in rapidity more or less. Since there is no deep understanding of the significance and the role of this, the near rapidity correlation has not been used sufficiently. In ref. [8] , we have shown that the nearest correlation in rapidity is in agreement with the fundamental requirements of QCD, and determines QCR completely. The rule guarantees that the combination of quarks across more than two rapidity gaps never emerges and that N quarks and N antiquarks are exactly exhausted without forming baryoniumand other things. Considering that the quarks and antiquarks are stochastically arranged in rapidity space, each order can occur with the same probability.
Then the probability distribution for N quarks and N antiquarks to combine into M mesons, B baryons and B anti-baryons according to QCR is given by
The average numbers of primary mesons M(N) and baryons B(N) are
Approximately, in the combination for N ≥ 3, M(N) and baryons B(N) can be well parameterized as linear functions of quark number N,
where a = 0.66 and b = 0.56. But for N < 3, one has
So that, the production ratio of baryon to meson is obtained from eq. (4) and (5) 
From above, we see that QCM treats meson and baryon formation uniformly, and there is no extra ad hoc mechanism and free parameters for the baryon production. Here the B/M ratio is completely determined at a certain N, unlike in LM that it is completely uncertain and has to be adjusted by a free parameter (the ratio of diquark to quark qq/q).
B. momentum distribution of primary hadrons in qq system
In order to give the momentum distribution of primary hadrons, each phenomenological model must have some inputs. For example, in LM, they use a symmetric longitudinal fragmentation function
where a and b are two free parameters (and a is flavor dependent). In this paper, in order to
give the momentum distribution of primary hadrons produced according to QPR and QCR, we simply adopt the widely used LPSA which is equivalent to the constant distribution of rapidity. Hence a primary hadron i is uniformly distributed in rapidity axis, then its rapidity can be written as
where ξ i is a random number; Z and Y are two arguments, and can be determined by energy-momentum conservation in such color singlet system
where E i and P Li denote the energy and the longitudinal momentum of the ith primary hadron respectively, they are obtained by
where m T i is given by
where m i is the mass of the ith primary hadron, and
In this paper, we set σ = 0.2 GeV . Eq. (13) is just what LM uses.
Note that LPSA or the constant rapidity distribution is rather naive, but it is convenient for us to study the correlations without introducing many parameters which would make the situation more complicated.
C. hadronization of multi-parton state
At the end of parton showering, a final multi-parton state will start to hadronize. To connect the final multi-parton state with QCM, we adopt a simple treatment assumed in WM, i.e. before hadronization, each gluon at last splits into a q ′ q ′ pair, the q ′ and q ′ carry one half of the gluon momentum, and each of them form a color singlet with their counterpart antiquary and quark in their neighborhood, respectively. Now take the three parton state qqg as an example to illustrate the hadronization of multi-parton state. Denote the 4-momenta for q, q, g as
Before hadronization, the gluon splits into a q ′ q ′ pair and the q ′ and q ′ carry one half of the gluon momentum, and the qqg system forms two color singlet subsystems′ and q ′ q. The invariant masses of the subsystems are
As was commonly argued by Sjöstrand and Khoze recently [15] , the confinement effects should lead to a subdivision of the fullsystem into color singlet subsystems with screened interactions between these subsystems′ and q ′ q. Hence QCM can be applied independently to each color singlet subsystem, i.e., we can apply the equations in the former two subsections to each subsystem, and obtain the momentum distribution for the primary hadrons in their own center-of-mass system. Then after Lorentz transformation, the momentum distribution of the primary hadrons in laboratory frame is given. This treatment can be extended to a general multi-parton state.
Obviously, when the emitting gluon is soft or collinear with the direction of q or q, qqg cannot be distinguished fromand W′ or W q ′ q is too small for hadronization. To avoid these cases, a cut-off mass M min has to be introduced. Here M min is a free parameter in perturbative phase. Its value and energy dependence is theoretically uncertain. The physical assumption is that M min is independent of energy [1, 3] .
III. RESULTS AND COMPARISON WITH DATA
As was mentioned above, to compare the predictions of a hadronization model with data appropriately, a e + e − → h ′ s generator is needed. The predictions of CMCP quoted in ref. [7] was not obtained by a complete generator, since at least, it did not include the parton shower process. So it is necessary to recompare the predictions of QCM and TASSO data for pp rapidity correlation. Recently, OPAL collaboration have compared the observed ΛΛ rapidity correlation with predictions of different hadronization models including LM, UCLA and WM by running the corresponding generators. Note that both LM and UCLA are embedded in JETSET. In order to compare with LM, UCLA and other models conveniently, we also replace LM with QCM in JETSET 7.3. In this section, using this modified JETSET, we
give our predictions of BB rapidity correlation and other related properties, and compare them with the corresponding data. All of our results in this paper are obtained by adjusting only three energy independent parameters, i.e., the M min in the perturbative phase, the β in QPR and a spin suppression factor δ for decuplet baryon to octet one.
A. strange baryon yields, B/M ratio and momentum distribution
By choosing M min = 2.6 GeV , β = 4.2 GeV −1 and δ = (3/2) + (1/2) + = 0.2, we can describe most of the hadron yields. The predictions for them in this paper are similar to that in ref. [10] , so we will not discuss them in detail here. OPAL collaboration have studied the strange baryon production. They find that even by adjusting the parameters which are related to the baryon production, JETSET (LM) and HERWIG(WM) cannot fit all the data well [4] .
See table I for their results. We also list our predictions in the same table. One can see that our results are better than those of LM and WM. According to the OPAL studies, the baryon yields is not sensitive to the popcorn parameter, and it is only responsible for the BB rapidity correlations.
In e + e − annihilation, because final hadrons observed in experiments come from primary ones which are all hadronization results, the multiplicity ratio of primary baryons to mesons, known as the B/M ratio is essential for understanding the universality of the hadronization mechanism. In LM, the B/M ratio is additionally adjusted by a free parameter qq/q. while in QCM, as is clearly shown in eq. (7), it is completely determined. So the predictions of the B/M ratios are challenging for QCM. In table II, our predictions and the available data [16] at √ s ≃ 30, 91 GeV are listed. It shows the agreement is surprisingly good.
Before studying the BB rapidity correlation, we should study the momentum distribution for the corresponding baryon. Since almost 70% of TASSO data for pp correlations come from 34 GeV, we only give the differential cross section dσ dP of p(p) at this energy (see fig.1a ). To our surprise, with such a simple LPSA input, the prediction of QCM for the momentum distribution agrees with data in the region P ≥ 1.5 GeV/c. But at 91 GeV, the observed differential cross section of Λ is found to be softer than any predictions of the JETSET (LM), HERWIG (WM) and QCM. Particularly our prediction is even harder than LM ( fig.1b) . It certainly shows that the LPSA what we used is too naive to simulate the longitudinal distribution thoroughly.
B. BB rapidity correlation
The contradiction between TASSO data for pp rapidity correlation and the prediction of CMCP is always regarded as an evidence to rule out QCM. In ref. [8] , it was shown that QCM could be qualitatively consistent with data. But to compare with data quantitatively, the experimental conditions and multi-parton states must be taken into account. In this paper, we use the modified JETSET in which QCM is embedded to restudy the pp phase Because of the limited statistics for the pp correlation, TASSO data cannot provide a high discriminating power among different models. Fortunately, OPAL collaboration recently present the high statistics data for the ΛΛ rapidity correlation at 91 GeV [5] . They compare their data with the predictions of LM, WM and UCLA. They find that the observed Rapidity Correlation Strength (RCS) 1 is weaker than that predicted by HERWIG and JETSET(LM) and stronger than that by the UCLA model. The ΛΛ rapidity correlation can only be described by JETSET(LM) with the popcorn parameter (ρ = BM B BB+BM B ) adjusted to a rather high probability (95% popcorn)( fig.3a) . This indicates that baryons appear from the successive production of several quark pairs in the popcorn scenario rather than that only BB can emerge in the pure diquark model. Since part of time, the end result of the popcorn scenario will be exactly the BB situation; however, further possibilities of the type BMB, BMMB, etc. are possible by color fluctuation, i.e., a number of mesons are produced between B and B [3] . These configurations can be described naturally in QCM.
In this sense, QCM is close to the popcorn scenario, and it should obtain the similar BB rapidity correlation. Our study does show this. In fig.3b , Our prediction for the ΛΛ rapidity correlation is given. The corresponding RCS is 53.4%, which is in agreement with the OPAL measurement ∼ (53 ± 3)%. Hence, without the popcorn and the diquark mechanism and any specific parameters, QCM does predict the ΛΛ rapidity correlation well.
We also find that BB rapidity correlation is not sensitive to the parameters M min and β.
First, we fix β = 3.6 GeV −1 (the same value as in ref. [9] ) and change M min in a reasonable range; then we fix M min = 2.6 GeV and change β. The predictions for n Λ and RCS at 91 GeV are listed in table III. We find that our predictions for ΛΛ rapidity correlation is consistent with data even if the hadron multiplicities vary. This support a common belief that the BB rapidity correlation is more sensitive to the underlying fragmentation mechanisms than the inclusive properties.
C. Local Baryon Number Compensation
The PETRA and PEP experiments at √ s ≃ 30 GeV could demonstrate that the baryon number is dominantly conserved within the same hemisphere [17, 18] , which is called the local baryon number compensation. It is regarded as one consequence of chain-like models. But we find that it can also be explained by QCM naturally. In table IV, we list our predictions of pp, pp and pp pairs for proton (or anti-proton) momenta between 1 and 5 GeV/c in the Same(S) or Different hemisphere(D) at √ s ≃ 30GeV together with TASSO data [18] . Our predictions are normalized to TASSO data. One can see that they are in agreement with data. At √ s = 91 GeV , we calculate the ratio R it. This is just the case obtained by CMCP [1] , since it only considered the hadronization ofstate. But each subsystem is one part of the whole system for the multi-parton state. In its center-of-mass frame, the baryon and anti-baryon produced in the same subsystem are generally much closer in phase space than those in different subsystems. Thus some local baryon number compensation can be obtained.
IV. SUMMARY
In this paper, we use the PS program in JETSET to describe the parton shower process
and to obtain the final multi-parton state via adjusting M min . Before hadronization, the multi-parton state splits into a number of color singlet subsystems. In each subsystem, we use QPR and QCR to describe the hadronization process, and give the momentum distribution of primary hadrons under LPSA. The unstable hadron decays are handled by the corresponding simulation in JETSET. Since we only modify the program which describes the hadronization phase, the global properties determined by other phases are the same as that given by the original JETSET 7.3.
In describing meson production, QCM and LM are at the same level in respect of reproducing data and the number of adjustable parameters. But as was mentioned above, for the popular models, the trouble is to describe the baryon production, an aspect which more directly reflects the hadronization mechanism. They have to introduce additional mechanisms and corresponding parameters to describe the properties related to the baryon production.
For instance, in LM, the B/M ratio depends on the diquark production and the free parameter qq/q involved therein. The BB rapidity correlation is described by introducing the popcorn scenario and adjusting the free parameter ρ. The local baryon number compensation depends on the chain-like picture. The strange baryon yields should be adjusted by other additional parameters, even so, the octet and decuplet cannot agree with data simultaneously. In UCLA model, hadron yields can be reproduced well mainly by 5 parameters, but it cannot reproduce the BB rapidity correlation well. HERWIG fails at both aspects though it reproduces global properties as well as JETSET.
Though QCM can describe baryon production naturally, it is still a critical problem whether QCM can reproduce the BB short range correlation. In section III, our results
show QCM not only explain the BB short range rapidity correlation, but also give other properties that agree with data. Here, the BB rapidity correlation, the B/M ratio and the local baryon number compensation are directly determined by the multi-parton state rather than by additional specific mechanisms and associated free parameters. In QCM, these properties are related to the average number < N > of quark pairs in each color singlet subsystem which is controlled by M min and β. When < N > decreases, the B/M ratio will be smaller, the RCS become stronger, and the local baryon number compensation appears more obvious. This reveals that these phenomena that seem to have no relations result from a common origin which is directly connected with the multi-parton state before hadronization. Therefore we conclude that QCM not only cannot be ruled out by BB correlations, but also provides a good understanding for them. This indicates that QCM seems to be a very promising picture for hadronization.
[ MM is also drawn together with TASSO data [7] . Fig.3 : Rapidity difference for all ΛΛ pairs at 91 GeV. The distributions expected from (a) LM with no popcorn, LM with 95% popcorn, UCLA model and WM [5] , (b) QCM. 
